PROJECT DESCRIPTION:
Originally constructed in 1956 as exclusive housing for female students, the Heritage Halls at Brigham Young University have been replaced with 8 new, modern residences. Each identical four-story, L-shaped hall features state-of-the-art technology and design elements that encourage academic and social growth. The 86,000 square-foot residential halls have been completed using three QUIKRETE® Mason Mix Portland Lime Type S (PLS) Mortars including natural gray, a custom-formulated “off-white” color that matches the natural stone used at ground level and a specially-formulated red color mortar that matches the brick used in the construction of the top three floors. In addition to delivering 2,640 (3,000 lb) bulk bags of PLS Mortar in three colors, QUIKRETE® provided a bulk mortar silo delivery system that enhanced productivity and reduced labor costs on the project. Approximately 1,600 Brigham Young University students will live in the Heritage Halls.

CONTRACTORS:
AK, Harv & Higam, IMS Masonry

PROJECT START DATE:
May 2011

PROJECT COMPLETION DATE:
Summer 2012

QUIKRETE® PRODUCTS USED:
• 3,000 lb Mason Mix Portland Lime Type S (PLS) Mortar : 2,640 bulk bags